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ABOUT MOROCCO
A motorcycle paradise !

Morocco is located in North Africa, in a triple junction between Atlantic,
Mediterranean an the African continent, the capital city is Rabat, and Marrakesh as a
touristic hub.
the country has a rich history and culture, influenced by the indigenous Berber and
Arab populations, as well as subsaharan originated inhabitants. The official
languages are Arabic and French, but English and Spanish are widely spoken. the
majority of populations are Muslims, jewish in the second range then Christians. 
Morocco is known by its diverse landscape and geological features, which are
manifested in the Atlas range and peri-saharan areas, the coastline extends for
more than 2500 Km with breathtaking beaches and littoral cliffs. The Moroccan
cuisine is ranked one of the top ten in the world, popular dishes are Tajine and
couscous, available along the way.
Morocco is known as a motorcycling paradise, for its clear tarmacs that crosses the
Atlas on more than ten mountain passes that goes up to 2000 m, as well as the long
and unterminable dirt tracks known for hosting various rallies, including the orginal
Dakar rally. 



Motorcycling is not just getting from point
A to B, it's about the places you go, the
people you meet, and the experiences you
learn, a new concept created by bikers for
bikers, The South Ride has hand selected
his hosts and itineraries that can
accommodate a traveling bikers need,
bypassing the best riding routes and the
most prominent cultural, historical and
geological stops through a set of On-road/
Off-road tours.
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Our Weekend Motorcycle Escape allows you to discover
the High Atlas of Marrakesh, a journey that promises to
rejuvenate your spirit and ignite your sense of adventure.
This motorcycle adventure is perfect for new and
experienced riders alike, particually those looking to
combine Adventure and culture while riding a motorcycle.
as we go throught the countryside, we cross small berber
villages and rolling hills taking us to the Tizi n’Tichcka
mountain pass (2260 m), till we reach the historical kasbah
of Ait Benhaddou.
Along the way back to marrakesh, we'll make strategic
stops, where you'll have the opportunity to immerse
yourself in culture, minerals and fossil heritage in Morocco.

WEEKEND EXPRESS
2 Days/ 2 nights/ 2 riding days

370 Kms - 230 miles

BMW F 750 GS

4 stars or equivalent 

MARRAKESH

AIT BENHADDOU

Tizi n’Tichka 
pass

Telouet

Tighadwiyn 
valley

Agouim 
valley

Ounila 
valley

690 €starts from



This ultimate motorcycle expedition will take you through
the majestic Atlas mountains till the Sahara and desert,
Our journey begins in the vibrant city of Marrakech, we'll
mount our motorcycles and set off towards the towering
peaks and deep valleys of the Atlas Mountains, The roads
will put your riding skills to the test, with sweeping
panoramas at every turn. Over the next days, we'll navigate
through the desertic mountains of Anti Atlas and their
palm oasis, Our route will take us back to another different
part of the High Atlas, with several stunning natural
wonders all over the Todgha and Dades valleys. 
Atlas to Sahara journey will challenge you, inspire you, and
leave you with a profound appreciation for the beauty of
Morocco and its rich cultural heritage.

AIT 
BENHADDOU

ATLAS TO SAHARA
7 Days/ 6 nights/ 5 riding days

1100 Kms - 684 miles

BMW F 750 GS

4 stars or equivalent 

MARRAKESH

Tizi n’Tichka 
pass

DADES VALLEY

Todgha 
gorges

TALIOUINE

Tizi n’Test 
pass Djebel Saghro

NKOB

1 890 €starts from



escape to Atlas is an extraordinanry tour to get into the
core of Atlas mountains, this one week motorcycle
adventure goes trought High and Middle Atlas in Morcco.
We kick-start our adventure as we ride from Marrakech
toward Middle Atlas, navigating through cedar and
monkey forests. leaving the high plateaus behind, we head
toward the Ziz palm valley till we reach the golden dunes of
Merzouga, where well have the opportunity to catch
susnet on a camel ride. As we continue on the high
nomadic stepps, we arrive to the picturesque deep canyon
of Todgha before we settle on a the world famous valley of
Dades. The Tichka mountain pass awaits, twisty roads on a
well-maintained tarmac corresponding to the old caravan
route connectiong Nort to subsahara. Free time to explore
the narrow strees and the coloreful marckets of the old
medina of Marrakech, a last                                         night
before we lead you back to fly 
back home.

ESCAPE TO ATLAS
9 Days/ 8 nights/ 7 riding days

1450 Kms - 900 miles

BMW F 750 GS

4 stars or equivalent 

2 590 €starts from

MARRAKESH
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VALLEY

Todgha 
gorges

BIN EL OUIDANE MIDELT

AZROU
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MERZOUGA
Erg Chebi

Tizi n’Tichka
 pass

Volcanoes 
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AIT 
BENHADDOU

Ifrane national park
Khenifra national park
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OUR PRICES

Tour
Single

room/ pilot +pillion
double

room/ pilot

WEEKEND
EXPRESS 890 € 490 € 690 €

ATLAS TO
SAHARA 2 490 € 1 290 € 1 890 €

ESCAPE
TO ATLAS 3 490 € 1 790 € 2 590 €

P.S. While our tour packages are designed to be all-inclusive, we want to bring
to your attention that airport transfers from Casablanca Mohammed V
aeroport may incude additional fees. We believe in transparency and want to
ensure that you have a complete understanding of our pricing structure.



WHAT IS INCLUDED ?
Our all-inclusive tours encompass everything you need for
a comfortable motorcycle tour, we offer you our all-
inclusive formula designed to prive you with an
unforgettable two-wheeled experience.

Aeroport transfer:  upon your arrival to the Marrakesh
aeroprt, our driver will lead you to the hotel before the
brienfing dinner, and vice versa.

Accommodation: Enjoy comfortable accommodations
throughout the trip, including hotels, Riads and
glamping desert campsites. Rest assured that we have
hand selected accommodations that align with your
comfort and provide unique experiences.

Motorcycles: Ride in style and comfort with our well-
maintained BMW F 750 GS fleet. We can also provide
other BMW models on demand to suit your
preferences. For health safety reason reasons, Helmets,
riding jackets, boots and other personal riding gears
are not included.

Meals: Indulge in delicious meals with breakfast, lunch,
and dinner included. We can accommodate dietary
preferences and restrictions. Experience local cuisine
and savor the flavors of Morocco.

Support Team: Our dedicated support team includes a
mechanic and an experienced tour guide, they will
accompany you throughout the tour, ensuring
seamless logistics, providing mechanical support, and
navigating the routes. Benefit from their expertise and
local knowledge.





Please visit our website or contact us directly to inquire about available
tours, and to make your reservations. We require a 50 % deposit to secure
your spot, then our team will provide you with the necessary details
regarding payment schedules and cancellation policies.

air tickets
Personal travel insurance
Alcoholic beverages
Personal expenses during free
time

BOOKING 

EXCLUSIONS
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C o n t a c t  U s :

www.thesouthr ide.com

saad@thesouthr ide.com

+212-622-14-39-02


